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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Digital transformation means fundamental changes for the public sector.
The Confederation, cantons, and municipalities aim to address this issue and in
October 2017 decided to modernize their e-government strategy by 2020. To lay
the foundation for this strategy, the cantons are currently working together with
the Confederation, the municipalities, and the organization eGovernment Switzerland to outline their e-government guidelines. This is indeed a welcome decision
considering the rapidly growing expectations within the population and the business
world. Only a new and effective strategy can immediately tap and successfully
exploit the considerable potential offered by digital administration.
BCG feels that digitalization offers Switzerland significant opportunities and would
like to contribute to the discussion of this new e-government strategy. We have put
together the following report based on the study “Digital Administration Switzerland: The Pathway to the Top.” Our report contains five recommendations that will
help seize these opportunities without creating a paper tiger:
1. Rapid strategy development: Key points of the strategy need to be defined over
the next few months for the project to gain momentum and to crystalize common
denominators. This demands support from politicians at the highest levels.
2. Ambitious goals: It is important to comprehensively meet the significant changes
brought about by digitalization. Overarching and ambitious goals have proven best
suited to thinking and acting across all levels of government and office.
3. Roadmap outlining clear priorities: The strategy must be rolled out in waves and
must therefore follow a roadmap that immediately tackles initiatives promising
both significant value and low levels of complexity in terms of implementation.
This quickly makes the strategy visible and secures the requisite acceptance levels
from the population, businesses, and the administration itself.
4. Early definition of ancillary measures: The prerequisites for success need to be
secured at the very outset. Particularly controversial issues need to be clarified
early on in the design phase in order to build on them. Such issues include, for
example, appointing a chief digital officer (CDO).

D

igital transformation does not merely describe the appearance of a
range of new technologies but rather a fundamental change to nearly every
aspect of life resulting from the interplay of these new technologies. The business
world has recognized this and has invested heavily in this area. Large banks, which
due to their size can be compared with public authorities, are investing hundreds
of millions of Swiss francs into new structures, functions, and the development of
systems to improve their processes and, primarily, how they interact with the
customer.
By creating digitalization authorities and new infrastructures, many countries are
also investing considerable resources in improving interaction between authorities,
citizens, and companies. The most successful include the United Kingdom, Australia,
South Korea, Singapore, and Denmark. And recent years have seen countries such
as Belgium or the United Arab Emirates set themselves new and ambitious strategies.
Politicians have given top priority on their agenda to a “Digital Switzerland” and
held the first national conference on this topic on November 20, 2017, under the
patronage of two members of the Federal Council.

Switzerland Needs an Effective E-Government Strategy
International benchmarks reveal that Switzerland has unfortunately missed its
chance to keep apace with this techno-cultural revolution. Regardless of the country
ranking consulted, the Swiss administration lags behind. In the 2016 UN ranking,
Switzerland ranked number 28 behind all comparable industrial nations and the EU
benchmark reveals that the country is still lingering in the lower midfield. And last
but not least, Swiss citizens are indeed increasingly dissatisfied with public services.
This became clear in the national e-government study in 2017 and the eGoverment
MONITOR by fortiss. In times like these when mobile e-banking, streaming services,
e-books, virtual reality, and smart homes are revolutionizing habits, there is a commensurate rise in the expectations people have of public authorities.

5. Simultaneous approach: Office directors must initiate potential pilot projects and
pre-work while the strategy is still being drafted. Digitalization is a management
task that cannot merely be delegated to the IT department or to a higher level
or, indeed, be postponed. The earlier the start, the easier it is to initiate a continuous learning process.
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The Great Potential Must Be Exploited

Exhibit 1 | Swiss administration lagging behind
UNO RANKING
1. Great Britain
2. Australia
3. Republic of Korea
4. Singapore
5. Finland
6. Sweden
7. Netherlands
8. New Zealand
9. Denmark
10. France
11. Japan
12. USA
13. Estonia
14. Canada
15. Germany
16. Austria
17. Spain
18. Norway
19. Belgium
20. Israel
21. Slovenia
22. Italy
23. Lithuania
24. Bahrain
25. Luxembourg
26. Ireland
27. Iceland
28. Switzerland
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the paper age.
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The Swiss administration is
clearly lagging behind in terms
of digitalization, far behind
Denmark, the United Kingdom,
or Estonia”
(07.07.2017)
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– Switzerland in European
midfield

– Growing dissatisfaction of
citizens with e-governemt

– Major shortcoming is basic
infrastructure (e.g., e-ID)

– Offer does not keep pace
with user expectations

Meeting the expectations of citizens and administrations with an effective e-government strategy will not only pay off in the long term; in fact, tremendous progress
can be expected within just a few years. The fundamental possibilities of digital
transformation can be translated into results surprisingly quickly.
Following a closer study of successful international examples and analysis of Switzerland’s particular situation, BCG identified three decisive dimensions in its last
study: Simplified interaction channels like online portals can save time for citizens
and the authorities as well in citizen interaction; process productivity can free up
significant resources for administration; and through intelligent data usage, it is possible to not only shape more efficient offerings for citizens but also to realize significant progress in, for example, traffic management, preventive health care, or combating crime.

Exhibit 2 | The potential in digital administration
Citizen
interaction

Example: Optimized interaction with citizens for tax declarations
allows for savings of 14 to 22 million hours of citizens’ time and up
to 800 employees could focus on new tasks.

EU-Benchmark: Analyzed and compared the quality of online services along four dimensions (e.g. basisinfrastructure) and eight life events
(e.g. purchase and ownership of a car)
DACH-Study: Surveyed the usage and satisfaction levels of citizens with their online services in Germany, Austria and Switzerland

Process
productivity

Source: UN E-Government Survey 2016, EU eGovernment Benchmark 2017, fortiss eGovernment MONITOR 2017, Le Temps

People are waiting with growing impatience for the administration to introduce an
effective strategy that will finally make progress in the matter of digitalization.
In January of this year alone, 17 political initiatives were discussed by the respective
parliaments at the federal and cantonal level. Elected representatives enquired
about the status of development of an open government data strategy (Canton of
Fribourg), the efficiency gains from the launch of EasyGov (National Council), or the
cantonal digitalization strategy (Canton of Solothurn).
In the meantime, administrative executives are exploring this area themselves,
commissioning studies and conducting their first pilot projects. One good example
is the so-called EasyGov portal of Seco, which works like a one-stop shop for companies. However, there are other examples, including the online portal Mein Konto
(My Account) in the city of Zurich, the Swisstopo map application for including geographical information, and the already launched digital transformation program of
the Federal Customs Administration, DaziT. Nonetheless, time and again these local
initiatives highlight the need of the respective office for support from a higher digitalization authority.
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Simplified and secure access to administration services saves
citizens and companies both time and money

Acceleration and streamlining of processes frees up internal
resources for new tasks
Example: Process automation in property transactions could free up
to 700 administrative posts for new tasks, save CHF 40 M in transaction
costs annually, and reduce process time from 20 days to a matter of
minutes.

Data usage

Greater efficiency in collecting, exchanging, and analyzing data
means improved decision-making and resource allocation
Example: Pattern recognition inherent in data analysis to detect the
misuse of taxpayers’ money (e.g., receipt of welfare payments) would make
it possible to better allocate contributions in the eight — to nine — digit
range.

Source: BCG study “Digital Administration Switzerland: The Pathway to the Top”, 2017

In Switzerland all three dimensions offer tremendous potential and this was correspondingly quantified in the study along with the international examples. In the
following, our focus will lie on how the new strategy can tap into and exploit this
potential.
Alongside the manifold possibilities digitalization brings, it also carries with it risks
that must be taken seriously: Data and privacy protection must be ensured while
taking public interest into account, and changes in the demands placed on employees must be designed in such a way that they benefit. To reduce such risks and to
stay a step ahead of people with dishonest intentions, it is advisable to seize those
opportunities that promotion of this topic opens up and justifies.

The Boston Consulting Group
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“Switzerland’s politicaldecision-makers have
recognized the need
for action.”

Seizing the Opportunity Afforded by the New Strategy

The countries included in this comparative analysis were:

Switzerland’s political decision-makers have recognized the need for action, and in
the fall of 2017, made two important decisions. First, Ueli Maurer, a Swiss Federal
Council Member, and representatives of 31 other nations signed the “Tallinn Declaration on eGovernment.” This agreement requires signatory states to develop their
digital administration following several core principles, including the once-only principle. This principle requires authorities to record standard information on citizens
and companies just once. Redundancies and differing data records are thus eliminated, the efficiency of numerous processes improved, and the need for multiple entries is avoided.

Denmark, which is an exciting example not only due to its comparable size and
national economy. Ten years ago, the country was in a similar position to the one
in which Switzerland finds itself today: Above-average government services, but
rather low levels of digitalization. However, the launch of an ambitious strategy
with high targets (specifically defined efficiency gains in particular) catapulted the
country ahead. Today, these Scandinavians find themselves among the few countries
in which interaction with authorities is primarily digitally based. Written correspondence or personal consultations are the exception, such as for hospital visits.

The second important decision was when the steering committee of eGovernment
Switzerland chose to renew the existing e-government strategy by 2020, involving all
levels of government. In cooperation with the Confederation, the municipalities,
and with the involvement of eGovernment Switzerland, the cantons intend to draw
up e-government guidelines, which the Conference of Cantonal Goverments (KdK)
will present to its members for consultation in the summer of 2018. The new strategy should then be formulated on this basis.
Our international project experience shows that the possibilities to positively impact the success of this strategy are greatest right at the start of the development
process. This is when you can set the right course and is the best time to proactively
tackle any possible hurdles. If the opportunity for a new strategy is seized, initial
and impactful successes usually become apparent at an early stage. Success mainly
depends on whether political decision-makers are well informed and get involved in
the development process. This report is intended to help them with this. Based on
BCG’s diverse experience in this area and on the analysis of international examples,
we present our insights into a successful e-government strategy in the following.

How to Successfully Formulate the New E-Government Strategy
Strategies for digitalization issues often run the risk of becoming a general declaration of intent and thus a mere paper tiger. Germany is one prominent example. The
country started off with a noble initiative, the Digital Agenda, but it has hardly taken effect thus far, as confirmed by international rankings. Multiple, loosely prioritized efforts and protracted, hitherto unresolved discussions of the basics, such as
data protection, have left the strategy marking time.
By contrast, there are countries that have secured their place at the top of the league
in an inordinately short period of time with implementation-based strategies. Their
characteristic features reveal many similarities. BCG compared their strategies and
was able to identify three success factors that we will examine in more depth in the
following because they are highly relevant to Switzerland: The goals are clearly formulated and measurable. The strategies are undergirded with a comprehensive
roadmap outlining clear priorities. And, finally, ancillary measures ensure implementation right from the outset.
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Belgium, which at present is found more in the midfield in terms of the degree to
which administration is digitally based. Under the auspices of a new digitalization
minister, in 2017 the country formulated for its public a clear and easy-to-understand
as well as ambitious strategy with which it has been able to secure initial successes
within a short period of time.
Estonia, which not coincidentally has the most precisely defined objectives of all
the countries analyzed — namely in the form of specifically targeted key performance indicators (KPI). Following independence in 1991, the Baltic state was in
a position to set up its own authorities from scratch and was able to create a digital
administration with up-to-the-minute infrastructures. Due to its meager national
budget, the country had to make virtue of necessity and is therefore pursuing remarkably innovative approaches.
United Kingdom, which began to digitalize its administration back in 2010. Its
impressively simply formulated e-government strategy sets tangible goals, accompanied by a multitude of measures that are often forgotten elsewhere: Invitations to
tender for large IT procurement projects that in the past would be riddled with
problems are for instance no longer offered only to large providers, but rather are
often split into smaller projects and awarded to local providers.
South Korea, which has systematically externalized its perspective: Domestic developments are constantly compared with foreign developments in order to implement
new successful methods within the strategy.
Singapore, which boasts one of the most comprehensive e-government strategies
worldwide. Today most interaction with authorities is already fully digitalized. Data
usage was recognized early on as a new priority and, as a corollary, a digital analytics
agency was added to the national digitalization agency.

The Boston Consulting Group
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“Successful strategies
feature a comprehensive
roadmap. The goals are
clearly formulated and
measurable. And, finally,
ancillary measures are
included.”

Exhibit 3 | Comparison of intl. e-government strategies
Denmark

Estonia

United Kingdom

Name of strategy

Digital Strategy 2016–2020

Digital Agenda 2020

Government Digital Strategy

Author

Treasury Department

Department of Commerce

Government Digital Service (GDS)

Goals

II. Usefulness and effectiveness: eGovernment creates added value for the general public,
businesses and the authorities, and reduces the work of all those involved in processing official
business.

Process productivity
Data usage

III. Innovation and promotion of the Swiss economy: eGovernment exploits innovations and thereby promotes Switzerland as a business location and as a place to live.

Roadmap
Overarching priorities
Every two years

Variable

Annually

Central CDO

Agency for Digitization

Government Digital Services

Decentral dig. responsibility

Steering groups in all
departments
Digital knowledge a
prerequisite
Departments ensure
legislationr

Ministry of Econ. Affairs &
Comm.
Network of CIOs
Knowledge of data analytics
a prerequisite
Government approves plan

Selective recruiting

Ancillary measures

Public service capabilities
Legal aspects

The goals of the current e-government strategy read as follows:
“I. Service orientation: electronic government services are easy to use, transparent and secure.

Customer interaction

Frequency of updates

end-to-end verifiability. However, it is this measurability that is vital because only
then can the transparency claimed actually be realized. The goals should deliver
what they promise. If the target is based on the potential offered by digitalization — customer interaction, process productivity, or data usage — then it will also
be easier to find the common denominators.

Digital leader for each authority

IV. Sustainability: multiple usage of solutions will be promoted. The Confederation and the
cantons ensure the sustainability of e-government services by setting requirements in terms of
organisation, financing and operation.”
Furthermore, twelve operative goals were defined for the period 2017–2019, including: “The most
important standards for eGovernment will be continuously identified and developed or updated.”
Or: “National address services will be developed by 2019.”
E-Government Strategy Switzerland, https://www.egovernment.ch/en/umsetzung/
e-government-strategie; last accessed on May 9, 2018

Cabinet identifies legal hurdles

2. A Comprehensive Roadmap Prioritizing the Measures

Source: BCG benchmarking of e-government strategies

Three Success Factors for an Effective Strategy

Naturally, none of the strategies mentioned can be directly translated one to one
into a strategy for Switzerland; however, the success factors identified by BCG in
the countries under study can be applied without further ado.

1. Clearly Formulated and Measurable Goals

A roadmap outlines what measures are to be used to realize which goals. It must be
drafted to be comprehensive, to cover all levels — i.e., the Confederation, cantons,
and municipalities — as well as all measures because there are interfaces between
many of the measures and both technical and legal issues mean that they are all interdependent. If, for instance, the Swiss government wants to develop a portal with
which their citizens can view and manage the data that the state collects about
them, then this requires thorough preparation. In other words, data directories need
to be harmonized or consolidated, interfaces defined for the secure transfer of data,
and data protection aspects clarified.

Both the general public and the government need to understand the goals and be
able to verify them. This requires that the goals be formulated simply, that the intention behind them is clear. One of the goals in the current Swiss strategy is: “Service
orientation: electronic government services are easy to use, transparent, and secure.”
Belgium has also defined goals for customer benefits that state clearly, “there will
be a digital option for 75 percent of all interaction with authorities by 2020” and
“75 percent of all users will be using this option by 2020.” Exactly what developments are sought is crystal clear from the transparent formulation of these goals
alone and the target audience can verify them at a later date. United Kingdom also
has verifiable objectives. For instance, “All departments will redesign services handling over 100,000 transactions each year.” That is a clear administrative target,
one that can be measured. By contrast, the four goals outlined in the current Swiss
e-government strategy cannot be directly measured. Although the strategic goals in
the implementation plan have been supplemented with operational ones, they are
still not clear enough for the public to understand and they do not permit

For its own sake, this roadmap must clearly prioritize the projects according to their
value generated and the effort involved. On the one hand, limited resources demand
targeted deployment. On the other, rapid successes have an extremely positive effect
on the morale of everyone involved. Positive momentum is triggered in the administrative offices and those responsible, and this encourages them to tackle further
projects all the more resolutely. This is why it is important, from a change management viewpoint, to implement measures promising high impact and little complexity
at the very outset. What needs to be investigated is which measures this might
mean for Switzerland. To give one current example, approximately 20,000 planning
applications are submitted every year in the Canton of Bern alone. These applications involve more than 300,000 postal items, 28 million pages of paper. Even the
simplest applications require a multitude of documents to be submitted at various
points during the process. Little wonder that several municipalities and cantons are
working on electronic applications. The pioneer in this respect is the Canton of
Neuchâtel, which, as of 2016, only accepts electronic applications. Initiatives like this
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can be rolled out to the other cantons, and applications made public by law can be
viewed online and compared nationally. Tax declarations, companies requesting residence permits for international hires, or the paperwork involved in property sales
could all be fully digitalized so that millions could be budgeted elsewhere. Many
measures can already be implemented on a small scale and their functionalities
gradually expanded. This organic procedure makes it possible to include user feedback continually into the development process. A good example here would be the
new SME portal of Seco, EasyGov. Initially, it was only the most important digital
functions for SMEs that were developed, for example, founding a company online.
Gradually other business transactions are now being digitalized such as sales tax
accounting, and Seco can continuously improve its products at the same time.
To achieve measurable goals, a more clearly formulated roadmap is required. If
measures are to be prioritized according to value and the effort involved, the factors
determining them must be quantified beforehand. Without exact figures, specific
goals can neither be precisely formulated nor achieved. They must therefore be given the necessary attention. Ultimately, they allow limited resources to be allocated
effectively. Where there is a goal like the British one to digitalize all business involving transactions over and above a particular annual transaction rate, then the quantity structures must be determined at the start and the cost involved quantified.

concentrated approach distinct from any other. The strategy there promotes rapid
recruitment of external and even internal experts — because oftentimes motivated
and capable people are found within your own ranks — the cultivation of a start-up
culture, the requisite willingness to take risks, and the ability of superiors to delegate responsibility, as well as dedicated training for all employees to hone their digitalization skills.
Most strategies provide for a whole host of other initiatives, like the abovementioned British measure of breaking down larger procurement projects into several
subprojects. Of particular note here are also the British and Estonian communication campaigns that keep the public up to date on implementation and new related
offerings.

Exhibit 4 | Structure of e-government strategies
What goals are to be attained?

3. Definition of Ancillary Measures

To successfully implement a strategy, the right prerequisites need to be in place.
This aspect is often underestimated, but accompanying measures often provide the
requisite support and thus have a decisive influence on the implementation and
impact of a strategy. Responsibilities need to be defined, capabilities and cultures
bolstered, and any possible hurdles openly named and addressed. In addition, duties
and rights must be clarified for everyone involved across all levels.

“Ancillary measures
have a decisive
influence on the
implementation and
impact of a strategy.”

Our experience in the private sector and with foreign administrations shows that,
considering the drastic changes to the existing structures, processes, and working
methods that digitalization brings, specific digitalization functions are required for
at least a limited period of time. In the countries we studied, these included a central digitalization officer, usually named the chief digital officer (CDO), digitalization
officers within the individual authorities, architects for setting standards, and service
managers for the individual services to be digitalized. These functions support the
respective authorities who remain responsible for services and all related decisions.
However, the CDO is granted adequate competences in order to push ahead with
digitalization. The officer is granted the budget required, for instance, to create incentives and has the right of veto to ensure that projects remain in-line with objectives.
Crucial for successful implementation are capable staff and a hands-on, innovative
work culture. The strategy has to clarify how the cultural change will be initiated
and how those in critical functions will be recruited and encouraged. This does not
merely include the typical IT functions, but also encompasses experts in agile working, data analysis, and specialist subjects in order to creatively develop new solutions across all agencies. The United Kingdom is of note here as it demonstrates a
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Citizen
interaction
What does the comprehensive roadmap (in terms of measures) look like?

What supporting measures are in
place to support implementation?

Process
productivity

Data
usage

Basic infrastructures (e.g., e–ID)

Governance

Capabilities
& Culture

Other

Source: BCG project experience and e-government benchmarking

All these ancillary measures are just as critical to success as a good roadmap. Care
should therefore be taken to ensure there is also transparency regarding both the
starting point and the design options during the measure development phase. For
this reason, particularly hot potatoes such as the appointment of the CDO should be
addressed as early as possible. Not least so that the nominated CDO can get involved
early on in the discussion as moderator and advisor and has the opportunity to
shape the measures planned. Where this function is located, the rights and duties
associated with it, and which other decentralized CDOs are planned — all such questions need to be answered as early in the game as possible. Our experience shows
that there are only three real options for placing the central CDO in Switzerland: in
the Federal Chancellery, in the Federal IT Steering Unit (FITSU) or in a newly created state secretariat. The options for responsibilities, capabilities, and other aspects
should be outlined as soon as possible so that everything is done to guarantee that
the roadmap is implemented successfully.

The Boston Consulting Group
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Clearly formulated and measurable goals, a comprehensive roadmap outlining
clear priorities, and, last but not least, ancillary measures to ensure implementation
thereof: These are the success factors on which to build successful e-government.
They can be easily incorporated into the Swiss draft as a guiding structure.

What E-Government Goals Will Switzerland Set Itself?
It would be hard, as discussed in the previous study, to overestimate the changes
that digital transformation brings to the government, to the way it interacts with
the public, to how it goes about its work, and how it makes decisions. The following
section presents suggestions as to what the goals of the new Swiss e-government
strategy might look like in order to exploit the potential of digitalization in such a
way as to benefit the general public, businesses, and the government itself. These
suggestions are formulated along three dimensions and are intended to stimulate
discussion.

To gain insights for Switzerland, we took a closer look at the goals in Belgium, the
United Kingdom, and Estonia and set a benchmark for comparison purposes. All
three cover each of the three areas in which digitalization offers potential, whereby
the data usage aspect is the newest and therefore not as well developed. This is
where we see a unique opportunity for Switzerland to set a clear precedent.

EXHIBIT 6 | Possible goals for Swiss e-government

Exhibit 5 | Examples of foreign e-government goals

Citizen interaction

Process productivity

Data usage

– 75% of all journeys are until 2020
digitally available
– 75% of all users use the digital
version until 2020

Achieve operational efficiency through
services and processes digitalization,
lightening the administrative load

Provide transparent, public access to
next generation open data through a
single open data portal

– 100% of agencies websites will be
consolidated in GOV.UK by December 2014
– The nbr. of people lacking basic
digital capability is reduced by 25%
by April 2016

– Transform 25 for the most used
gov. transactions into simple digital
services
– Deliver £700 million in efficiency
savings through digital transformation
– Services handling over 100k transactions / year will be redesigned and
improved

– Build a national data infrastructure
of registers and ensure appropriate
security
– Open up government data where
appropriate and continue to open
up government services through the
use of APIs

– Increase to 65% share of people
using eID by 2020
– Increase to 90% share of adult
population (16 –74) aware of public
e-services by 2020
– Increase to 240 nbr. of enterprises
having joined the X-Road1 by 2020

– 100% of public services will correspond to common quality reqs by
2020
– 100% of invoices between public and
private will be machine-processable
by 2020
– 95% of interaction in official comms.
will be paperless by 2020

Increase to 2 per year the number of
digital Proof-of-Concepts by 2020

Digital Administration Switzerland

– 80% of government services for private individuals and
companies available digitally by 2022
– 80% of all citizens and 80% of all companies using the
digital offerings by 2022
– 95% of all citizens and companies will be aware of the
digital offerings by 2022

Process productivity

– Digitalization of all internal administration processes
involving over 20,000 transactions per annum by 2022
– Realization of 20% savings on digitalized processes
– 100% digitalization of all invoices and payments by 2020

Data usage

– Introduction of the once-only principle for the 30 key data
capture processes by 2022
– 75% of all citizens and 90% of all companies will be using
the federal portal opendata.swiss at least 10 times a year
by 2022
– Implementation of at least 3 data analysis projects per
annum and department/canton

Remark: Possible suggestions for further discussions, values are illustrative

The First Dimension: Citizen Interaction
What benefits are sought and how are they to be realized? The goals along this
dimension seek to reduce the burden on citizens and businesses and to improve
the quality of all interactions.

••

To start with, define the number of actual digital interactions in relative terms
(Belgium: 75 percent), absolute terms (United Kingdom: the 25 most often
performed), or over and above a set figure (United Kingdom: all processes
involving more than 100,000 transactions). To define a suitable threshold figure,
the recommendation is to quantify as many interaction points as possible in
advance.

••

Thereafter, define the extent of utilization sought. In Belgium’s case, this is also
75 percent.

••

Finally, the goal to define is how online usage should be encouraged. Should
the skills needed to use the technology be promoted as in the United Kingdom?
Should the public be made more aware of the solutions? Or should the basic
infrastructures all be included, as in Estonia?

Source: BCG benchmarking of e-government strategies
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The Second Dimension: Process Productivity

The goal here is to harness digitalization in order to make administration more
efficient — in particular by automating internal processes.

••

As with the citizen-related goals, the first step is to determine which processes
should be automated and whether the total number thereof should be relative,
absolute, or a set figure. Setting a specific threshold figure is the recommended
method for particularly large and complex processes.

••

In addition, quantify the savings potential sought in digitalizing the processes.
A percentage is recommended here because this permits comparison within the
administration itself as well as with external examples. Figures from foreign
cases reveal savings potential ranging between 20 and 40 percent.

••

Thereafter it is possible to define other goals, for example, that certain administrative tasks, such as invoicing, should become fully digital.

The Third Dimension: Data Usage

“Decision-making can
be improved considerably if the data is put
to good use.”

Decision-making can be improved considerably if the data is put to good use. This
area probably affords the greatest potential; however, the challenge is to set specific
goals. What makes decision-making and goal-setting difficult is the broad range of
data available. New technologies enable the state to use the data at its disposal
more effectively. Tools, such as data analytics, can help reduce crime rates, optimize
traffic planning or detect systematic tax fraud. This complex topic can best be broken down into three different aspects:

••

••

••
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Collection: One particularly effective approach in this respect is the once-only
principle agreed in Tallinn. Implementing this principle immediately saves time
for both citizens and the government. One feasible goal would be to introduce
the once-only principle to the top 50 situations in which standard data is
collected (taxes, relocation, police reports, etc.).
Access: Here, the aim is to give the general public access to their own data in
order to improve how they act; the buzzword here being open government data
(OGD). Clear goals might stipulate that usage of such an OGD platform reaches
a certain value per citizen and year (e.g., ten).
Analysis: Initiatives that support the decision-making process by means of data
analysis should be also be promoted. Reducing crime rates would be one
example. However, such guidelines cannot be formulated as a goal — their
potential is only revealed once the data recorded is understood in greater depth.
It therefore makes sense to define goals that encourage such initiatives by
defining an annual figure for each administrative office.

Digital Administration Switzerland

Furthermore, it is possible to set other objectives promising even greater impact.
As in Estonia or Denmark, it is possible to make online interaction mandatory once
customer interaction has been digitalized, thus dispensing with the discussion of usage rates. Ecological goals could be formulated in process automation to determine
the extent to which the cost of consumables is to be reduced. Several countries have
even determined — as a kind of meta-goal — to retain their top positions in the
e-government rankings.

Recommendations for Designing a
Successful E-Government Strategy
Drawing up a practical and effective strategy is without a doubt a demanding task,
particularly in view of the many stakeholders and continuous technological developments. However, considering the enormous potential offered by digitalization
and what the top international performers are doing, the challenge must be faced
and mastered now. Based on the chapters above, we have formulated five recommendations for how to seize this unique opportunity offered by the renewal of the
Swiss e‑government strategy.

1. Rapid Strategy Development

The right time frame is the key to creating momentum and finding the common
denominators within a reasonable space of time. Successful foreign examples show
that it is both important and feasible to develop a strategy within the space of a few
months. This allows for the primary issues to be clarified without decision-makers
getting bogged down in minutia. To make this work, support has to be secured from
the top political decision-makers and dedicated teams must be established and
equipped with sufficient resources and competences.

2. Setting Ambitious Goals

Only by doing so is it possible to redirect thinking and establish an integral approach
that can grasp and profitably direct the phenomenal changes that digitalization brings.
The impact of such goals on the time frame involved can be seen in the example of
Denmark, which is comparable in size to Switzerland. The simplicity with which the
goals are formulated helps the government remain accountable to its citizens.

3. Roadmap Outlining Clear Priorities

To avoid a mere and inefficient collection of individual initiatives, what is needed is
a roadmap that prioritizes its measures in descending order of importance. Things
of great value despite the inherent complexity of implementation need to be realized fast to ensure the requisite visibility and to secure approval. In the same way,
crosscutting measures (for example, basic infrastructures, definition of standards for
data exchange) need to be implemented first. Approaching implementation with
these waves of action successively builds up the momentum needed to tackle larger
initiatives. The financial resources also need to be defined in this context. What
seem to be substantial basic investments quickly pay off thanks to the savings realized with the first measures and so these then cover the investments needed to
implement the next measures, and so on and so forth. Denmark’s strategy paid for
itself.

The Boston Consulting Group
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“Successful international examples show
that it is feasible to
develop a strategy
within the space of a
few months.”

4. Early Definition of Ancillary Measures

“To unlock the potentials of digitization,
one has to keep up
with the constant
technological changes.”

To make sure that the e-government strategy does not run into obstacles before it is
even launched, the right conditions must be set from the outset. Controversial issues
cannot be clarified early enough. If no one is appointed responsible for the digitalization efforts, we believe that the success of implementation will be significantly
curtailed. It is also important to build up the skills required at an early stage and to
introduce further accompanying measures. All of this can be tackled during the development phase parallel to creating the roadmap.

NOTES

5. Simultaneous Approach

At the same time, however, the key participants do not have to work alone in developing the strategy. Office directors at a federal and cantonal level should not simply
wait for the new strategy before taking action themselves. Comprehensive thinking
and a simultaneous approach characterize this cultural change that the directors
now have to introduce into the organizations. This includes disclosure of current
transactions and the identification of all possible potential. Previous success stories,
such as EasyGov, provide helpful orientation and showcase the ambitious digitalization efforts that have already been realized.

Conclusion
Digitalization brings with it potential that is virtually impossible to overestimate
due to its exponential growth. This potential can only be tapped by those who keep
up with the change. Defining and implementing an effective e-government strategy
that will allow Switzerland to do exactly this is indeed a challenge — the danger of
creating a paper tiger is real. Therefore, Switzerland must draw up its new strategy
quickly and consider investing possibly even greater resources in an even greater
endeavor in the future; more timely objectives should not be completely ruled out.
Clear success factors for Switzerland can be derived from the leaders of the rankings, so there is no longer any reason for holding back.
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Appendix
Below are the links to the benchmarked E-Government strategies of Belgium,
Denmark, Singapore, United Kingdom, Estonia and South Korea listed.

Belgien:
Digital Belgium
http://digitalbelgium.be/wp-content/
uploads/2017/07/compressed_Brochure_
DB_FINAL.pdf

Denmark:
A Stronger And More Secure Digital
Denmark — Digital Strategy 2016 –2020
https://digst.dk/media/16165/ds_singlepage_
uk_web.pdf

Estonia:
Digital Agenda 2020 for Estonia

Republic of Korea:
e-Government of Korea — Best Practices

https://www.mkm.ee/sites/default/files/
digital_agenda_2020_estonia_engf.pdf

http://unpan1.un.org/intradoc/groups/public/
documents/UNGC/UNPAN043625.pdf
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Singapur:
E-Government Masterplan
2011 –2015 — Collaborative
Government
https://www.tech.gov.sg/-/media/
GovTech/About-us/Corporate-Publications/
eGov/eGovBOOK1115.pdf

The Boston Consulting Group

United Kingdom:
“Government Digital Strategy —
November 2012”
h
 ttps://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/
government/uploads/system/uploads/
attachment_data/file/296336/Government_
Digital_Stratetegy_-_November_2012.pdf
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